Abstract. This paper considers the problem of merging sets formed from a total of n items in such a way that at any time, the name of a set containing a given item can be ascertained. Two algorithms using different data structures are discussed. The execution times of both algorithms are bounded by a constant times nG(n), where G(n) is a function whose asymptotic growth rate is less than that of any finite number of logarithms of n.
Given the roots of two trees, one can replace the representation of two sets by a representation for their union by making the pointer at one root point to the other root and, if necessary, updating the name at the root of the combined tree. Thus two structures can be merged in a fixed number of steps, independent of the size of the sets. The name of the set containing a given object can be found, given the vertex corresponding to the object, by following pointers to the root.
However, by starting with n trees, each consisting of a single vertex, and successively merging the trees together until a single tree is obtained, it is possible to obtain a representation for a set of size n, which consists of a chain of n vertices. Thus, in the worst case, it requires time proportional to the size of the set to determine which set an object is in.
For purposes of comparison, assume that initially there are n sets, each containing exactly one object, and that sets are merged in some order until all items are in one set. Interspersed with the mergers are n instructions to find the set containing a given object. Then the tree structure defined above has a total cost of n for the merging operation and a cost bounded by n for determining which set contains a given object (total cost n 2 for n look ups). Methods based on maintaining balanced trees (see [5] , e.g.) have a total cost of n log n for the merging operations and a cost bounded by log n for determining which set contains a given object (total cost n log n for n look ups).
A distinct approach is to use a linear array to indicate which set contains a given object. This strategy makes the task of determining which set contains a given object finite. By renaming the smaller of the two sets in the merging process, the total cost of merging can be bounded by n log n. A more sophisticated version of the linear array replaces the set names in the array by pointers to header elements. This method, based on the work of Stearns and Rosenkrantz [3] , uses nloglog log(n) steps for the merging k process and a fixed number of steps independent of n for determining which set contains a given element. Here k is a parameter of the method and can be any fixed integer.
In what follows, we shall make use of a very rapidly growing function and a very slowly growing function which we define here. Let F(n) be defined by F(0)--1,
for i>__ 1. We now consider the first algorithm for the MERGE-FIND problem. ALGORITHM 1.
1. Initially n vertices numbered to n are created and treated as structures of level 0. Each vertex has information giving the name of its set, its number of descendant leaves (1), its level (0) and the number of its sons (0). A linear array of size n is created, such that the ith cell contains a pointer to vertex i.
2. The sequence of instructions of the forms MERGE(i,j) and FIND(i) are processed in order of occurrence.
(a) For an instruction of the form FIND(i), go to the ith cell of the array, then to the vertex pointed to by that cell, then proceed from the vertex to the root and print the name at the root.
( Each time a vertex is moved, either its new father has at least twice as many sons as its old father, or there is a CARRY. Thus, a vertex at level is moved at most F(i) times before a CARRY is produced. Once a CARRY is produced, the root of the RESULT is complete, and its sons are never moved again. Hence, a vertex at level can accumulate a cost of at most 2F(i), that is, F(i) due to charges to itself and F(i) for its share of the costs previously charged to the sons of the root of CARRY.
To compute the total cost of shifting complete vertices, note that a complete vertex at level has F(i) descendant leaves. Redistribute the cost of each complete vertex uniformly among its descendant leaves. Since no leaf has more than G(n) ancestors, the cost charged to any leaf is bounded by 2G(n). Hence To bound the cost of moving a complete vertex, note that each time a vertex is moved, its new father has at most half as many sons as the old father. Thus a vertex at level can be moved at most F(i) times. Since a complete vertex at level has F(i) leaves, distributing to its leaves the cost of all moves of a given vertex while it is complete gives at most a cost of one to each of its leaves. Since a leaf has at most G(n) ancestors, the cost of moving all complete vertices is bounded by riG(n).
3. The second set merging algorithm. We now consider a second algorithm to simulate a sequence of MERGE and FIND instructions.
This algorithm also uses a tree data structure to represent a set. But here, all vertices of the tree, rather than just the leaves, correspond to elements in the set.
Moreover, tree links point only from son to father. The above algorithm, except for the balancing feature of merging small trees into large, was suggested by Knuth 7] and is attributed by him to Tritter. The entire algorithm, including this feature, was implemented by McIlroy [2] and Morris in a spanning tree algorithm. The analysis of the algorithm without the balancing feature was completed by Fischer 8] , who showed that O(n log n) is a lower bound, and Paterson [93, who showed it to be an upper bound. Our analysis shows that the algorithm with the balancing scheme is O(nG(n)) at worst.
Thus it is substantially better than the one without the balancing.
We Thus, u must be the root of a tree T which is merged with a tree T' having root v. By the inductive hypothesis, T has at least 2 vertices, since a root cannot lose descendants and a nonroot cannot gain descendants, and hereafter u will no longer be a root. By step 2 of Algorithm 2, T' has at least as many descendants as T. The resulting tree has at least 2' vertices and has v as root. For j >= 1, define aj, the j-th rank group, as follows " a {vllog + l(n) < R(v) <__ log(n)}.
Note that the higher the rank group, the lower the ranks of the vertices it contains. LFMMA 7. laj[ _--< 2n/logJ(n).
Proof Since there are at most n/2 vertices of rank r, we have Proof By Lemma 6 , no vertex has rank greater than log n, so j >__ may be assumed. Thus to prove j <__ G(n) + 1, we need only show that logcs(")+z(n) < 0.
From the definition of G(n), n <_ F(G(n)), and so loga(,) + 2(n __< loga(,)+ 2 F(G(n)).
Thus it suffices to show that logi+2F(i) monotonically increasing, and hence there can be on the path at most G(n) vertices whose fathers are in a lower rank group. Hence no FIND instruction is assigned a cost more than G(n).
By Lemma 7 , there are at most 2n/logSn vertices in a s, and by Lemma 4, each vertex in a can be moved at most logJn times before its new father is in a j_ or a lower rank group. Thus, the total cost of moving vertices in a j, not counting moves of a vertex whose father is in a lower rank group, is 2n. Since there are at most G(n) + rank groups, the total cost exclusive of that charged to FIND's is O(nG(n)). Hence, the total cost of executing the sequence of MERGE and FIND instructions is O(mG(n)). logO(n) is n and log s+ l(n) log(logS(n)) logS(log(n)). 4. An application. One application of the set merging algorithms is to process a sequence of instructions of the forms INSERT(i), __< _< n, and MIN. Start with a set S which is initially the empty set. Each time an instruction INSERT(i) is encountered, adjoin the integer to the set S. Each time a MIN instruction is executed, delete the minimum element from the set S and print it. We assume that for each i, the instruction INSERT(i) appears at most once in the sequence of instructions, and at no time does the number of MIN instructions executed exceed the number of INSERT instructions executed. Note that as a special case, we could sort k integers from one to n by executing INSERT instructions for each integer, followed by k MIN instructions.
The algorithm which we shall give for this problem is off-line, in the sense that the entire sequence of instructions must be present before processing can begin. In contrast, Algorithms and 2 are on-line, as they can execute instructions without knowing the subsequent instructions with which they will be presented. We are taking the liberty of using X i, Mi and S as arguments of FIND and MERGE, rather than integers, as these instructions were originally defined. It is easy to see that objects and set names could be indexed, so no confusion should arise.
